International Revenue Share Fraud
Prism Client – An Introduction

IRSF accounts for about $1.8 billion in losses (CFCA*).
IRSF fraud is perpetrated relatively easily.
Obtain SIMs and Devices Fraudulently
(e.g. Subscription Fraud, PBX Hack, Stolen Handsets/SIMs).
Access to Network

Relationship with IPRN partners or search for Number Resellers to
obtain ‘Test Numbers’ to test the connection and device.
Test Numbers

FRAUDSTERS
Mobile (SIM, IMSI, IMEI)
PABX (IP)
VOIP Phone (IP)
Landline (PSTN)

Make application for IRS Numbers – Often destination with good payouts.
Obtain IRSF Numbers

Drive traffic to IRS Numbers to maximise revenue.
Generate Traffic

Receive Payment - Success
Receive Payment
IPR Number reseller, IRS number owner, content
providers and fraudster have benefited from this fraud.

* Source: CFCA Global Fraud Loss Survey 2013.

Yates Fraud Consulting and FRS Labs created PRISM
in 2013 – a pioneering database to tackle IRSF fraud.
No technology overheads. A simple and secure cloud database.
Subscriber set up in few seconds.
Over 100,000 Test Numbers in PRISM. 130+ number resellers
assessed. Numbers updated every 4 weeks.
Simple to use. No training required. Subscription comes with complete
support and expert advice.
One low subscription fee per year. ROI of several folds by stopping
just a few IRSF attacks.

The same team has now created PRISM Client
– A perfect solution to stop IRSF attacks.
Features at a glance.
PRISM Client has the ability to inspect Call Data Records to identify IRSF
Detection

attacks in real time.
Sophisticated data analytics using the PRISM Database combined with a user

Analysis

friendly smart rules filter to determine impending IRSF attacks.
Allows the Analysts to take prompt action to stop IRSF attacks through a simple

Workflow

Reports &
Automation

web based graphical user interface.
Pre defined reports to monitor Test Numbers, IRSF alarms, analyst

performance and false positives. Automatic number synchronization with
PRISM Database.

PRISM Client complements PRISM Database perfectly.
New numbers synched automatically.

New numbers added regularly to PRISM cloud database will be synchronised to PRISM Client in
real time. No manual effort needed to download the numbers periodically.

Once CDR data is mapped to PRISM Client, it will
start generating IRSF alarms – in real time.

PRISM can access any existing CDR source (e.g. your existing FMS or Data Warehouse) or take a
flat file feed directly off Mediation into PRISM Client.

Test Call Alarms will give the Analysts a head
start to determine imminent IRSF attacks.

The test call (a number in the PRISM Database) is usually a call placed by a potential fraudster to check if the
SIM and the device in possession are able to connect to a said destination advertised by the IRS Provider.

IRSF Alarms will indicate the beginning of an
IRSF attack, allowing Analysts to take action.

The attack usually follows a short time after a Test Call is placed. PRISM Client looks for devices used for testing
IRS numbers, analyse overlapping or multi-party calls from one A-NO, long duration calls from one A-NO etc.

The smart rules filter allows Analysts to define
expert rules to analyse high risk cases instantly.

The smart rules work on top of the in-built algorithm to prioritise IRSF alarms. Using a combination of input fields,
Analysts can ensure that the right alarms are fetched and high risk cases dealt with immediately.

PRISM Client can be set up at your premises or
hosted on our secure cloud server.

On Premise
CDR Data

On Cloud

PRISM Client
(Commodity Server)

User access
(Any web browser)

Encrypted data
transfer via SFTP

CDR Data

PRISM Client on Cloud
(Secure Server with SSL)

We can provide you with a full hardware spec based on your data volumes. If you already
have an FMS, PRISM Client can complement by using the same data sources.

User access
(Any web browser)

Benefits of PRISM Client.

Protect against

PRISM Database along with sophisticated data analytics and smart rules

IRSF attacks.

will identify most IRSF attacks before it can cause greater damage.

Reduce Manual

Automatic synchronizations saves time and effort from manually

Effort.

downloading the IRSF Test Numbers from PRISM Database.

Start operations

With one low subscription fee and an option to host the entire service on the

quickly.

cloud, you can get started quickly.

No resources,

Fully managed service to manage your entire IRSF operations and alarm

No worries.

monitoring services 24/7/365.
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